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Executive summary

Background

Epidemiological research suggests that compared to the general population people with disabilities experience significantly higher rates of abuse and that people with intellectual disabilities and those who reside in residential services are at particularly high risk. The socio-ecological framework conceptualised violence and abuse as an outcome of complex interrelationships between individual characteristics, their social and physical environment, and the cultural context. In recent years policymakers, researchers, and advocates have acknowledged the extent of violence against people with disabilities with a wide array of prevention strategies described in the scholarly and grey literature.

Aim

This report aims to map this broad literature on the abuse of people with intellectual disabilities and identify: 1) personal, environmental, and relational aspects, as well as factors in service environments and organisational cultures associated with the vulnerability of people with intellectual disabilities to violence and abuse; 2) preventative abuse strategies for people with intellectual disabilities, and, 3) review the evidence about the quality and effectiveness of these strategies.

Method

A literature review was conducted to identify epidemiological data on abuse and its impact, as well as to identify risk and protective factors for abuse among people with intellectual disabilities in residential care. A systematic scoping review was conducted to identify relevant studies published in the last 10 years in the peer review and grey literature evaluating abuse prevention interventions.

Findings

Risk factors for violence and abuse. An emerging body of literature attempts to understand factors associated with the higher prevalence of abuse against people with intellectual disabilities, in general and in disability services in particular. Most of this literature is rooted in the socio-ecological framework and defines the person’s vulnerability to abuse as an outcome of an interactive process between the social context in which the person lives and a set of underlying personal factors, that when present place the person at risk of abuse.

Individuals with disabilities - personal risk factors. Some scholars have identified the severity of the cognitive impairment and associated characteristics (such as challenging behaviour and communication difficulties) as risk factors to abuse. Additionally, many of the risk factors identified in the general population are particularly prevalent among people with intellectual disabilities. These include poverty, low self-esteem, unemployment, poor-quality health care, exposure to history of
violence and abuse, restricted access to essential services, dependency on others, smaller social networks, inadequate housing, and social stereotypes of vulnerability. Finally, risk factors are associated with living in residential care services, social isolation, contact with multiple potential perpetrators and socialisation to compliance.

**Perpetrators of abuse - risk factors.** The literature suggests that in most cases of abuse the perpetrators are known to the victim, with multiple studies identifying personal characteristics of perpetrators such as male gender and age as risk factors. In addition, having a history of abuse as a victim or a perpetrator was also associated with further incidence of abuse. Another body of research established higher prevalence of particular personality traits (external locus of control) and personality disorders (psychopathy, narcissism and sociopathy) among perpetrators of abuse.

**Organisational environments - risks or protective factors.** Research on the quality of supported accommodation services has identified a bewildering array of interacting variables associated with resident outcomes (abuse or its flip side, quality of life and safety). These indicators may be captured under the conceptual framework of organisational culture. Research has identified associated cultural indicators, including the skills and attitudes of managers, skills and training of staff, organisational procedures, values and care philosophies. These indicators found in the literature were evaluated using rigorous observational methods in Australian group homes. This research has culminated in five evidence-based dimensions of organisational culture: 1) Alignment of power holder values; 2) Regard for residents; 3) Perceived purpose; 4) Working practice; 5) Orientation to change and ideas.

**Preventative abuse strategies for people with intellectual disabilities.** The systematic search for evaluations of the effectiveness of interventions to prevent abuse against persons with intellectual disabilities identified six studies that met the inclusion criteria. These studies can be categorised into three groups based on methods of training and target population: 1) Behavioural-skills training; 2) Training using a cognitively oriented decision-making; and 3) Psycho-education training for care staff or individuals with intellectual disabilities.

**Discussion and conclusion**

The review reveals that the notion of prevention strategies has been discussed in the peer-reviewed and grey literature, and many intervention strategies have been designed and implemented over the years. Despite this, only a very small fraction of them have been rigorously evaluated, and these all relate to primary prevention strategies predominantly targeted at individuals with mild to moderate intellectual disability.

Given this paucity of evidence, it seems that in order to establish “evidence-based” effective prevention strategies and to reduce the prevalence of abuse and violence in the lives of people with
intellectual disabilities, research and interventions need to evolve from the response-to-risk approach to a broader framework encompassing the individual’s safety as part of their quality of life. Relying on the evidence-based indicators of organisational culture identified in the literature may prove fruitful in promoting good quality of care that is associated with better safety and quality of life outcomes for individuals with intellectual disabilities.
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Introduction

Violence and abuse against individuals with disabilities is a serious public issue. The two groups of people with disabilities most at risk, are people with intellectual disability and those who live in residential settings (Didi et al., 2016; Dowse et al., 2013; Lan-ping et al., 2009; Levy & Packman, 2004; Ortoleva & Lewis, 2012; Ottmann et al., 2016; Women with Disability Australia [WWDA], 2012; 2011). Abuse is a complex phenomenon that can only be understood as an interactive process between individual characteristics and sociocultural contexts (Fisher et al., 2016; White et al., 2003).

By ratifying the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006), the Australian government declared its obligation to ensure the human rights of people with disabilities and to combat abuse. The Convention mandates state parties to “take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social, educational and other measures to protect persons with disabilities, both within and outside the home, from all forms of exploitation, violence and abuse, including their gender-based aspects”. Similarly, at the State government level, the Victorian Disability Act 2006 sets out the rights of people with disabilities to respect and dignity, recognising their human rights to “live free of his neglect and exploitation”. Such rights are also reflected in the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic). These pieces of legislation require governments to take appropriate measures to "prevent all forms of exploitation, violence and abuse" and ensure "assistance and support for persons with disabilities and their families and caregivers, including through the provision of information and education on how to avoid, recognise and report instances of exploitation, violence and abuse”. In a sector wide partnership National Disability Services developed the Zero Tolerance initiative which took a holistic approach to abuse prevention (Robinson, 2015). This initiative offers disability services an overarching framework for understanding the causes of violence and abuse that informs interventions to improve practice aimed at safeguarding the rights of the people they support (National Disability Services [NDS], 2016).

Increasingly, over the last decade, policy instruments and research acknowledge the extent of violence against people with disabilities, and a wide array of prevention strategies are described in the scholarly and grey literature. Despite, growing attention to this issue, there is however, little evidence about effectiveness of interventions to inform the prioritisation of effort, and frameworks are largely conceptual rather than evidence based. More rigorous evaluation is required to establish
the effectiveness of abuse prevention strategies to advance evidence-based practice in this field (Northway et al., 2007; Perry, 2004; Quarmby, 2011; Robinson & Chenoweth, 2011; 2012).

In this report, commissioned by the Disability Services Commissioner, we provide a brief review of the broader literature on abuse of people with intellectual disabilities, and analyse the scholarly research literature on the effectiveness of abuse prevention strategies. Our focus is particularly on those in receipt of disability services who are also often those with higher support needs and more severe levels of intellectual disability.

We note that much of the literature does not differentiate between people with disabilities in general and people with intellectual disability, and refers to violence and abuse. We use the term abuse throughout this report to refer to both violence and abuse unless a source has differentiated between these terms.

Using a socio-ecological model of abuse as the conceptual framework we seek to identify: 1). Personal, environmental and relational aspects as well as factors in service environments and organisational cultures associated with the vulnerability of people with intellectual disabilities to abuse, and; 2). Preventative abuse strategies for people with intellectual disabilities, and evidence about the quality and effectiveness of these strategies. This critical analysis of the literature identifies core elements and strategies used in prevention of abuse of people with intellectual disabilities, highlighting the strengths and gaps in these strategies.

**Definitions of abuse**

Abuse is broadly defined as a violation of an individual's human or civil rights, through the non-accidental act or actions of another person or persons (Cooper et al., 2008). This definition includes physical, sexual, verbal, psychological or emotional abuse, constraints and restrictive practices, financial, legal, civil and systemic abuse, and may consist of a single act or repeated acts. The scope of this review includes sexual, physical and emotional abuse defined by the National Disability Abuse & Neglect Hotline as (Department of Social Services, 2016):

- Physical abuse - inflicting physical injury, pain or any unpleasant sensation.
- Sexual abuse - sexual contact with a child aged 16 or under. Sexual activity with an adult who is unable to understand or who has been threatened, coerced or forced.
- Psychological or emotional abuse - verbal assaults, threats, harassment, humiliation or intimidation. Failure to interact or acknowledge a person’s presence.
In the context of abuse in community care environments it is important to note that abuse may be a continuum of circumstances and its definition determined by the impact on the client. In disability services, difficulties in establishing “exactly where to draw the line of inappropriate/non-optimal and the unacceptable” (Cashmore et al., 1994) are compounded by the fact that many people with intellectual disabilities are unable to recognise and report abuse. Therefore, defining whether abuse has occurred must take into account, not only the nature or intent of the alleged perpetrator's actions (and whether these reach a criminal threshold), but also the experience of the individual with the disability and the impact on their physical and psychological well-being (Cashmore et al., 1994; Sobsey, 1994). The Victorian Law Reform Commission's recommendation that abuse of people with impaired decision making should be regarded as a new "public wrong" supports this view, suggesting civil penalties and noting that whilst abusive behaviour may constitute a criminal offence of assault, “It is important, however, that abuse of vulnerable people be characterised as a public wrong in some circumstances, even when criminal proceedings are unavailable or unlikely to succeed” (Parliament of Victoria, 2015).

**A conceptual model of understanding abuse**

No single factor can explain why abuse of people with intellectual disability occurs and persists. Its causes are commonly conceptualised as the complex interrelationship between individual characteristics, their social and physical environment and the cultural context (Fisher et al., 2016; Terry et al., 2014; White et al., 2003). The socio-ecological framework is the conceptual model proposed by the World Health Organisation for exploring abuse in the lives of vulnerable populations, and the model most frequently used in the literature (Fitzsimons, 2017). As Figure 1 illustrates, in this model, abuse is conceptualised as an outcome of the complex interaction of factors at four levels of analysis: individual, relational, community and broader societal context.

![Socio-ecological model](source: Krug, et al., 2015.)

**Figure 1:** Socio-ecological model for understanding abuse, violence, risk and protective factors

Source: Krug, et al., 2015.
The individual level includes personal health and socio-demographic characteristics of the victim and perpetrator, and is associated with higher risk of exposure to abuse.

The relational level includes characteristics and types of interaction between the individual and their immediate social network in personal and professional settings.

The community level is the social context in which social relationships occur, such as disability services, neighbourhoods and workplaces.

The broader societal context comprises the factors that influence whether violence is encouraged or inhibited in the society more widely, and the economic and social policies that maintain inequalities between people, and social and cultural norms such as those around disability.

The socio-ecological framework regards the interaction between factors at different levels with equal importance to the influence of factors within a single level (Fisher et al., 2016; White et al., 2003). For example, Sobsey’s (1994) socio-ecological theory of abuse of people with disability focussed on interpersonal relationships between carers and people being supported in the context of power differences. He demonstrates how, in this context, reinforcements such as social isolation and dehumanisation of individuals with intellectual disability exist in the community and societal levels that allow abusive relationships to continue.

The socio-ecological framework is also useful for identifying and clustering intervention strategies according to the level in which they act. For example, psycho-educational and skill development interventions act at the individual level to strengthen the person’s ability to recognise abusive situations and react in a manner which may reduce the abuse. Strategies targeting the community level entail interventions aimed on monitoring and developing a “protective organisational culture” in disability services.

The scholarly literature suggests that compared to the general population people with disability experience significantly higher rates of abuse and it is asserted that people with intellectual disabilities are at particularly high risk (Didi et al., 2016; Dowse et al., 2013; Lan-ping et al., 2009; Levy & Packman, 2004; Victorian Ombudsman, 2015; WWDA, 2012; 2011). However, there is no strong statistical evidence of these claims. The omission of people with disabilities from national data collection strategies means there is no reliable national data on the prevalence, extent, nature, and impact of abuse against individuals with intellectual disabilities in the range of settings in which they receive support (WWDA, 2012). For example, the Australian Personal Safety Survey, the core database that captures prevalence and type of violence at a population level, excludes individuals with disabilities with communication difficulties and those who reside in settings other than private.
dwellings (WWDA, 2012; 2011). A search of the international literature reveals similar knowledge and methodological gaps in other Western countries.

Epidemiological research has found wide variation in reported incidence of abuse, often accounted for by the absence of consistent definitions of both abuse and disability. For example, one review of the prevalence of abuse of people with disabilities, found rates ranging from 26% to 90% over the lifetime of women with disabilities and 28.7% to 86.7% for men (Hughes et al., 2012). A different approach to exploring the incidence of abuse among individuals with intellectual disability was taken by Beadle-Brown et al. (2010) who analysed UK adult protection cases, which include a broad range of vulnerable groups. Their analysis of cases between 1998-2005 found that 32% of the reported abuse cases involved individuals with intellectual disability.

The most common types of abuse reported in the Beadle-Brown et al. (2010) study were physical (29%) and sexual (17%). Furthermore, 33% of the reported cases identified multiple types of abuse, mostly physical combined with psychological abuse, and 13% of the cases involved multiple perpetrators. Similarly, an analysis of 494 confirmed cases of neglect and abuse in public residential facilities for people with intellectual disabilities across six US states found that 80% involved physical abuse (McCartney & Campbell, 1998).

The literature suggests that most cases of abuse occur in institutional or service settings, and that in most cases perpetrators are known to the victim. For example, a UK study found that most (63%) adult protection cases involving people with intellectual disabilities occurred in residential care service and the most frequently reported perpetrators were direct care staff (Beadle-Brown et al., 2010). Similarly, a UK 15-year longitudinal study of 118 confirmed cases of sexual abuse found that in 99% of cases involving sexual abuse of people with intellectual disability the perpetrator was known to the victim (McCormack et al., 2005). In this study 54% of the perpetrators were peers with intellectual disabilities and 43% were people involved in the care of the person. Earlier studies by Brown et al. (1995) also identified that perpetrators were predominantly either family, paid staff or peers with intellectual disabilities. Similarly, in their analysis of 161 cases of sexual abuse, Sobsey and Doe (1991) found that while abusers can be strangers (8%), casual acquaintances (15%), or other individuals with disabilities (7%), most commonly they are a family member or a paid service provider involved in the care of the person with a disability.

Estimates of abuse vary widely, depending on the definitions of abuse and disability used, and data collection methods. This limits comparison of data between vulnerable groups and the general population. Indeed, Murphy (2007) and Brown (1995) point out that the available data on the
incidence and prevalence of abuse perpetrated towards people with intellectual disability is likely to be only the ‘tip of the iceberg’ given the poor recognition and under-reporting of abuse. The fact that victims of abuse are more likely to know, live and rely on their perpetrators for care adds an additional layer of complexity to the understanding of the phenomena (Murphy, 2007).

**Impact**

Research shows that abuse has far-reaching and life-long consequences for victim’s physical health, well-being and socio-psychological functioning (Anda et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2009; Knudsen et al., 2006; Mercy & Saul, 2009; Shonkoff et al., 2009; Shonkoff & Garner, 2012). However, while consequences have been studied in the general population, little systematic research has explored the impact of abuse for people with intellectual disabilities in care service systems (Murphy et al., 2007; Rowsell et al., 2013; Wigham et al., 2011).

The little research there is indicates that people with intellectual disabilities experience similar detrimental effects of abuse to those found in the general population. A study exploring the psychological impact of abuse for a small group of individuals with severe intellectual disabilities and very limited communication skills found that family members and care staff perceived victims as displaying increased frequency and severity of emotional, physiological and behavioural symptoms of psychological distress (Rowsell et al., 2013). In a comparison of people with intellectual disability who had experienced abuse with those with no history of abuse, Sequeira et al. (2003) found that people who had been abused displayed higher levels of trauma, anger, depression, self-harm behaviours, withdrawal, anxiety and other stereotypical behaviours. Other studies exploring the impact of sexual abuse on individuals with intellectual disability have found a strong association between a history of sexual assault and challenging behaviours, self-harm and sexualized behaviour (Hulbert-Williams & Hastings, 2008; Rowsell et al., 2013).

**Risk factors for violence and abuse**

An emerging body of literature attempts to understand factors associated with the higher prevalence of abuse against people with intellectual disabilities, in general and in disability services in particular. Most of this literature is rooted in the socio-ecological framework and defines the person’s vulnerability to abuse as an outcome of an interactive process between the social context in which the person lives and a set of underlying personal factors, that when present place the person at risk of abuse (Blum et al., 2001).
Individuals with disabilities - personal risk factors

Some scholars propose that the very characteristics associated with intellectual disability are a key risk factor for abuse on the basis that cognitive impairment hampers the individual’s ability to recognise and respond appropriately to situations where danger exists (Casteel et al., 2008; McCartney & Campbell, 1998; Rusch et al., 1986). Severity of cognitive impairment magnifies risk as a number of studies have found that the vast majority of people with intellectual disabilities exposed to abuse have severe or profound intellectual disability (Casteel et al., 2008; McCartney & Campbell, 1998; Rusch et al., 1986). Similarly, statistical analysis of abuse cases in US public residential facilities for people with intellectual disabilities, found that having challenging behaviour and communication difficulties increased the probability of being abused (McCartney & Campbell, 1998).

Many of the risk factors of abuse identified in the general population are particularly prevalent among people with intellectual disability. These include poverty, low self-esteem, unemployment, poor-quality health care, exposure to history of violence and abuse, restricted access to essential services, dependency on others, smaller social networks, inadequate housing, and social stereotypes of vulnerability (Fawcett, 2009; Ortoleva & Lewis, 2012; Robinson, 2013). This suggests that the vulnerability of people with intellectual disability to abuse is strongly associated with their socio-demographic characteristics, and societies’ structural, social and political responses to their needs (Robinson, 2013).

The dependence of people with intellectual disabilities on others for support as a consequence of cognitive impairment also heightens risk. For example, a number of researchers suggest that, in general, any limitation on one’s ability to undertake activities of daily living heightens the risk of abuse (Gilson et al., 2001; Swedlund & Nosek, 2000; Thomas et al., 2008). Further risk factors are associated with living in residential care services (Nosek et al., 2006; Powers et al., 2009), social isolation (Beadle-Brown et al., 2010) and contact with multiple potential perpetrators (Nosek et al., 2001).

Sobsey (1996) argued that the key to understanding the victimisation of people with intellectual disability is their relative lack of power over their own lives. Sobsey contended that people with intellectual disability seldom have opportunities or support to make decisions about the way they live their lives, and have to rely on others, over whom they have little or no control, to meet physical, psychological or economic needs. Other scholars note that people with intellectual disability often lack credibility or “voice” if they do have the opportunity to complain or to express preferences.
about the support they receive (Ticoll, 1994; Thomas et al., 2008). Furthermore, their experience of
dependence on services may lead to “over compliance” (Mazzucchelli, 2001) or “learned
helplessness” (Saxon et al., 2001). These researchers suggest that people with intellectual disabilities
in the care system often have a learning history, that reinforces compliance, which may be a further
risk factor that means they comply with requests that result in abuse.

**Perpetrators of abuse - risk factors**

Scholars have explored the characteristics of perpetrators, and suggest that at least some offenders fit
specific profiles (Sobsey, 1994). Multiple studies (McCarthy, 1998; Turk & Brown, 1993) identify
gender as a risk factor. For example, in their research on referrals to adult protection services in the
UK, Cambridge et al. (2011) examined the characteristics of confirmed and alleged perpetrators.
They noted that in 93.5% of sexual abuse referrals, the alleged perpetrator was “a man or involved a
man” (p. 5). Cambridge et al. (2011) also found that in 46% of the referrals for alleged abuse against
individuals with intellectual disability the perpetrator was a staff member or manager involved in the
care of the person with the disabilities. Findings regarding the age of perpetrators in services have
been somewhat mixed, though more studies suggest that younger staff are more likely to be abusive
than older staff. Conversely, McCartney and Campbell (1998) found that staff in residential care who
had committed abuse were significantly older than their peers. Strand et al. (2004) found that most
perpetrators were either under thirty (41%) or over forty (38%) years of age.

Not surprisingly, having a history as a perpetrator is associated with further incidents of abusing
clients. For example, McCartney and Campbell (1998) reported that among staff found to have
abused clients, 21.5% had done so on another occasion in the previous year, compared with only 6%
of the randomly selected carer group. Other scholars, have identified particular personality traits as
being associated with perpetrators of abuse, although not especially among abusers of people with
disabilities. Hulme and Middleton (2013) found, for example, that more than 60% of sex offenders
“demonstrated an external locus of control” - that is, they did not perceive themselves as having
complete control over their emotions and behaviour. This study also found that 87% of sex offenders
had experienced “moderate to severe” trauma including high rates of sexual, physical and emotional
trauma as a child. Finally, scholars have established higher prevalence of certain personality
disorders among perpetrators of abuse, including psychopathy, narcissism and sociopathy (Meloy,
2002a; 2002b; Mouilso & Calhoun, 2016). For example, Meloy (2002a) found a predictive
relationship between people convicted of sexual assault and psychopathy. These findings suggest the
relevance of psychometrically testing for these traits as part of staff recruitment processes.
Abuse of people with disability who live in residential services occurs in a particular cultural and environmental context (Robinson, 2013). Research over many years, on the quality of supported accommodation services, and reviews of major inquiries into situations of institutional abuse has identified a bewildering array of interacting variables associated with abuse in care service (Bigby et al., 2015; Felce et al., 2002; Hastings et al., 1995; Mansell et al., 1994).

Organisational culture is commonly identified as a key concept for thinking about the way that multiple variables situated across different organisational levels interact and influence service quality and thus service users’ quality-of-life (Bigby et al., 2016a; Felce et al., 2002; Hastings et al., 1995; Mansell et al., 1994). A qualitative exploration of services where abuse was known to have occurred identified associated cultural indicators, including the skills and attitudes of managers, skills, attitudes and values of care staff, service design and material quality of accommodation (White et al., 2003; Marsland et al., 2007). These findings reflect earlier research that consistently links management practice, and particularly managerial indifference, to services where abuse and neglect occurs (Cambridge, 1998; Sobsey, 1994; Sundram, 1985). For example, Cambridge (1998) observed that managers in residential services where abuse had occurred were uninvolved and distant from direct care staff and the day-to-day routines. More recently, in respect of care services in general, Rees et al. (2010) suggested that low interaction between frontline staff and management is associated with insufficient professional support and supervision, and may promote an abusive environment.

Related to aspects of culture, research has also identified an association between organisational procedures, values and care philosophies and abuse in care settings. Cambridge (1998) for example showed that services where abuse had occurred were characterised by staff working in isolation away from scrutiny, an absence of constructive teamwork and resistance of input and involvement of outside professionals. Additional indicators of cultures where abuse occurs have been identified as the lack of a strong philosophy of care (Moore, 2001) and lack of a valuing relationship between care staff and individuals with intellectual disabilities (Gray-Stanley & Muramatsu, 2011; Moore, 2001).

Research has consistently found that staff in care service who have been abusive often lack training and experience in these services (Cambridge, 1998). For example, Cambridge (1998) reported that staff who had abused lacked qualifications, professional skills and had low levels of competence and experience in performing essential care tasks. Wang (2005) found that abusive behaviour was significantly correlated with caregiver professional status, educational level/training and burden.
Specifically, those who were younger, less well educated, lacking specific training and who perceived themselves as being more burdened, displayed a tendency toward more abusive behaviour.

As the foregoing sections suggests, abuse is more likely to occur in what might be considered poor quality services. While research has not specifically looked at abuse in better quality services, there is a significant body of research about the factors associated with such services, where people with intellectual disability have good quality of life outcomes. Safety, emotional and physical wellbeing, are key domains of quality of life, the antithesis of abuse (Shalock et al., 2002). It is perhaps worth considering the organisational and cultural factors associated with the flip side of risk, that is better quality services that lead to quality of life outcomes for service users. A rigorous body of research demonstrates that when staff use the evidence based practice ‘Active Support’, service users have better quality of life outcomes (Bigby & Beadle-Brown, 2016a; Mansell & Beadle-Brown, 2012).

Unsurprisingly, embedded in the practice of Active Support is an emphasis on staff supporting service user choice and control, engagement, communication and warm and respectful relationships. There is also growing evidence about the importance of frontline managers to the quality of staff practice, and the association between Active Support and elements of practice leadership such as, supervision, modelling, team meetings and planning the use of staff shift planning (Beadle-Brown et al., 2015; Bould et al., 2016; Clement & Bigby, 2012).

Related to the research on Active Support but adopting a different lens, Australian research has identified five dimensions of culture as common to all supported accommodation services using rigorous observational methods. Summarised in Figure 2 this work describes the positive and negative end of each of the dimensions, which are in turn associated with poor and better quality services (Bigby et al, 2014; Bigby et al., 2012; Bigby et al., 2015; Bigby & Beadle-Brown, 2016b). There are remarkable similarities, between the descriptors of quality in poorer quality services with those discussed earlier in services where abuse occurs. The five dimensions of culture identified by Bigby and colleagues provides evidence-based indicators and examples of good practices that are associated with better safety and quality of life outcome for individuals with intellectual disabilities.

In services where service users have better quality of life outcomes, culture is described as;

1. Alignment of power holder values: this dimension was characterized by strong “in action” leadership and team work. Supervisors are aligned with the espoused values of the organisation and are working alongside staff. Teamwork is emphasised and responsibility is shared by staff and supervisor, and consistently exercised by the whole team to translate espoused organisational values into practice.
Figure 2: Culture dimensions in underperforming and better residential care  
*Source: Bigby & Beadle-Brown 2016a*

2. Regard for residents: staff perception of residents as human, acknowledging and respecting differences in residents’ functioning and being.
3. Perceived purpose: staff perception of the overarching purpose of their practice hinged on supporting individualised practice, emphasising the residents’ dignity, care, comfort and choice to lead the type of life they wanted.

4. Working practice: working practices is person centred and characterised by attentiveness, relationships, flexibility and momentary fun interactions. Clear emphasis on residents’ needs and wants over completion of task and staff needs, staff are attentive to the spectrum of each residents’ preferences and needs. Staff value the relationships with each resident, which are characterised by warmth, care and commitment. Also evident in this dimension was staff flexibility in their time and location - staff manage their time around the needs of residents rather than completion of task and daily routine.

5. Orientation to change and ideas: the organisation is open to outsiders and new ideas. Interaction was embraced with outsiders, such as families of residents, staff from other parts of the organisation, local communities, and communities of interest around disability issues.

**Prevention of violence and abuse**

Prevention can be conceptualised as investing in future outcomes by influencing current behaviours or conditions to stop negative action or behaviour, or to promote positive action or behaviour (Stagner & Lansing, 2009). Interventions should both reduce risk factors and promote protective factors, in order to successfully address abuse and ensure the health, safety and well-being of individuals with disabilities (Butchart & Mikton, 2014). Over the years Australian federal and state governments, as well as advocacy groups and other stakeholders, have developed and implemented a wide array of strategies to prevent abuse and promote safety of individuals with disabilities residing in supported accommodation.

Various models map the targets of abuse prevention (Butchart & Mikton, 2014). The most common is the World Health Organisation’s three-tier prevention model (World Health Organisation [WHO], 2009; 2011; 2013). This includes primary, secondary and tertiary interventions, with each tier having different goals and strategies. This model complements the socio-ecological framework, in that every tier targets interventions at each of the four different levels of the model (individual, community, relationship and society).

- **Primary prevention:** aims to prevent abuse from occurring in the first instance; this tier includes strategies targeted at the individual, the community and the relationship level. For instance, psycho-educational intervention and behavioural skills training for people with disabilities and staff (the individual level). Primary prevention at the community and
relationship level would entail providing support, supervision and guidance for the design of services, providing adequate training, support, and supervision for staff in services, and implementing effective recruitment screening practices. At the societal level, the primary prevention tier includes efforts to promote policy and legal reform to prevent violence and abuse by challenging attitudes and social norms, challenging the unjust power relations that sustain and are sustained by violence, addressing the social conditions associated with violence, and promoting non-violent norms as well as warm and productive care relations.

- **Secondary prevention**: aims to identify and respond directly to allegations of abuse. This tier focuses on early identification and intervention, targeting those individuals at high risk of abuse and working to reduce the likelihood of its occurrence. On the individual and relationship level, secondary prevention may involve strategies that empower individuals to report abuse, training about mandatory or non-mandatory reporting by stakeholders and recognition of indicators of abuse. On the community level this tier may include effective planning of protective services, such as inspection or community visitor schemes. Finally, Secondary prevention on the societal level may include strategies for policy reforms in respect of prosecutions of offenders, enforcing criminal and civil laws as a deterrent to further abuse, enforcing disciplinary actions, and investigatory power of audit, standards or regulatory bodies.

- **Tertiary prevention**: aims to remedy any negative and harmful consequences of experiencing abuse and put in place measures to prevent its re-occurrences. On the individual level tertiary prevention includes efforts to provide medical, psychological and social supports for abuse victims, as well as peer support counselling and rehabilitation for perpetrators. On the community level, it may include ongoing evaluation and monitoring of organisational procedures and culture in services in which abuse has occurred, and implementing policies to better respond and assist victims of abuse.

Over the last two decades abuse against people with intellectual disabilities has gained significant attention from governments, the media, advocacy and the disability sector. A sequence of reports has inquired into abuse in the lives of people with disabilities, the state of disability service systems, and made recommendations for prevention strategies and policy reform. For example, a comprehensive review of models of abuse prevention strategies was undertaken in 2001 in a report commissioned by National Disability Administrators on behalf of Commonwealth, State and Territory Ministers responsible for disability services in Australia (National Disability Administrators, 2002). This was followed up by National Disability Services in a further report in 2002 and later the Zero Tolerance
project in 2016 (NDS, 2016). At the Commonwealth level, in 2015 a Senate Standing Committee on Community Affairs investigated allegations of abuse in the disability sector which led to calls from disability advocates for Royal Commission into abuse of people with disabilities (Senate Community Affairs Committee Secretariat, 2015). At the State level the Office of the Public Advocate and Victorian Ombudsman have prepared reports (Victorian Ombudsman, 2015) and most recently the Family and Community Development Committee of the Victorian Parliament conducted an inquiry into the abuse in disability services (Parliament of Victoria, 2016).

Service standards and procedural guidelines for prevention, responding and reporting abuse and neglect have been developed by federal and state government departments responsible for the funding and monitoring of disability services. While there are national standards for disability services, monitoring and other regulatory mechanisms differ in each jurisdiction, making it difficult to gain an overall picture. This is likely to change with the full roll out of the National Disability Insurance (NDIS) scheme in 2020 and development of a national quality and safeguarding framework. However, in most jurisdictions disability service providers are regularly audited against the Standards, and receive clear information to guide the development of their own service-specific policies and procedures. Such policies generally follow a similar framework addressing the three tiers of prevention but tend to focus on managerial compliance to procedures and paperwork with little attention to direct observation or evaluation of care practices (McEwan et al., 2014). It has been suggested that this approach may shift the focus of attention from individual outcomes (such as protection from abuse) to compliance, prioritising the management of systems over the meeting of individual need (Di Rita et al., 2008; Goggin & Newell, 2005; Robinson, 2013; Robinson & Chenoweth, 2011; 2012).

In the current era policy makers, advocates, funders and other stakeholders have recognised the need to conduct rigorous evaluation of abuse prevention strategies in order to establish the effectiveness and to advance evidence-based practice in this field (Northway et al., 2007; Perry, 2004; Quarmby, 2011; Robinson & Chenoweth, 2011; 2012).

**Evaluation of prevention strategies**

Evaluation allows the effectiveness of intervention strategies to be measured, and is important for determining whether an intervention is of benefit to participants (Holzer et al., 2006). It may provide evidence for promoting “evidence-based practice” that will be increasingly required by the NDIS and be useful for service planners, practitioners and policy-makers in making decisions about public policy and program funding.
**Evaluation type**

The three main types of evaluation are concerned with process, impact or outcome (Tomison, 2000).

- **Process evaluation**: explores features of the intervention such as the nature of the service offered, who is participating and who is facilitating the intervention (Hall, 2009). This type of evaluation may identify areas where change is needed to enhance service delivery.

- **Impact evaluation**: measures whether an intervention has an effect on participants as envisaged by its aims and objectives. For example, an impact evaluation of an abuse education intervention would assess whether participants’ knowledge had increased as a result of participating in the program.

- **Outcome evaluation**: assesses the long-term effectiveness of a program of intervention.

The difference between an impact and an outcome evaluation is that an impact evaluation looks at direct or immediate aims of an intervention, such as improving knowledge or skills, whereas an outcome evaluation considers the underlying goals, such as reduced incidence and prevalence of abuse in accommodation services (Holzer et al., 2006; Holzer, 2007).

In the following section, we describe the method and findings of a systematic scoping review of the national and international literature on the evaluation of abuse prevention strategies.

**Systematic scoping review of abuse prevention interventions**

**Method**

Scoping reviews provide a systematic method for mapping the breadth of existing research literature on an emerging topic of interest where high quality evidence may be limited (Arksey & O’Malley, 2005; McKinstry et al., 2014). To identify relevant studies in the area of abuse prevention interventions, a systematic search was undertaken of seven databases; MEDLINE, ProQuest Social Science and Humanities, PsychInfo, Social Services Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts and Google Scholar. The search used the various terms that refer to intellectual disability: learning disability, developmental disability, cognitive impairment and mental retardation; the research phenomena: sexual abuse, psychological abuse, financial abuse, service abuse, physical abuse, abuse, violence, assault; and prevention strategies: prevention, intervention, training, services.

Inclusion criteria were that an article met the following criteria:

- Published between January 2007 to 2017
- Published in English.
- Included adult participants (18 years or older)
• Included original empirical data
• Included a detailed description of abuse prevention intervention for people with intellectual disability.

Abstracts (and, in some instances, full articles) were reviewed to select original studies describing and evaluating abuse prevention strategies for people with intellectual disabilities. In addition, citations within key papers were inspected, and a hand-search was undertaken of relevant peer-reviewed journals not included in the database search (Disability and Society, Journal of Interpersonal Violence, and Child Abuse and Neglect). Finally, a search was conducted for grey literature and research reports.

As Figure 3 shows a total of 141 articles where identified by title and abstract. A close reading of these reduced the overall pool to 136. After careful reading of each abstract, 109 articles were excluded as they did not meet the inclusion criteria, and 26 were discarded as either not original research, having a primary focus on children or adolescents or not relevant to the research question. The remaining 6 papers which are summarised in Table 1, met the required criteria. The context of each paper was summarised, and data extracted from each included study on number and characteristics of participants in the intervention and control groups (if available); type of abuse or violence it aimed to prevent; type of intervention (method of delivery; content), study design and outcomes evaluation.
Figure 3: Flow diagram of search processes

- Records identified through database searching (n = 136)
- Additional records identified through other sources (n = 17)

Records after duplicates removed (n = 141)

Records screened (n = 32)

Records excluded (n = 109)

Studies included in qualitative synthesis (n = 6)

Full-text articles excluded with reasons: addressed children and adolescents, not an original study, did not have intervention evaluation (n = 26)
Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Type of abuse</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavioural skills training</strong>&lt;br&gt;Egemo-Helm, Miltenberger, Knudson, Finstrom, Jostad &amp; Johnson (2007).</td>
<td>Four women with mild to moderate intellectual disability.</td>
<td>Sexual abuse</td>
<td>Three one hour training sessions to increase recognition and response to sexual abuse situations. Rehearsal of appropriate responses and in-situ assessment.</td>
<td>Single-subject</td>
<td>Participants showed improvement in recognizing and responding to abuse situation in role-plays. However, the skills failed to generalise to in-situ assessments until the situ training was implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training based on cognitively orientated decision approach.</strong>&lt;br&gt;Hickson, Khemka, Golden &amp; Chatzistyi (2015).</td>
<td>58 men and women with mild intellectual disability. &lt;br&gt;30 in the intervention group and 28 in the control group.</td>
<td>Sexual, physical, and verbal (psychological) abuse</td>
<td>12 small-group instructional sessions with ESCAPE-DD. The curriculum addressed cognitive, motivational and emotional components of recognizing and reacting to the abuse and processes involved in effective decision-making and empowerment.</td>
<td>Randomised control trial</td>
<td>Participants who experienced ESCAPE-DD demonstrated significant improvement in overall effective decision making, were able to recognise abusive situation, seek help and to avoid the situation compared to the control. No effect of the intervention was found on abuse awareness measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Type of abuse</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psycho-education training for individuals with intellectual disabilities</strong></td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Financial, sexual, physical and verbal abuse</td>
<td>A one-session abuse psycho-education program. The ‘Stopping Abuse for Everyone’ (SAFE) curriculum: contents covered definitions of abuse and how to report abuse.</td>
<td>Participatory action research</td>
<td>The participants reported greater knowledge of abuse. However, an evaluation of these reports was not conducted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bowman, Scotti &amp; Morris (2010).</strong></td>
<td>124 service providers (direct care staff and supervisors), working in day care centres and residential group home settings</td>
<td>Sexual abuse</td>
<td>Four hours of training in: (a) The definition of sexual abuse; (b) Sexual abuse risk factors and patterns for abuse among individuals with intellectual disability; c) Information on HIV/AIDS; d) Identifying and responding to suspected sexual abuse.</td>
<td>Cohort (pre- and post-intervention with no control group)</td>
<td>Slight improvement in knowledge and attitudes about sexual abuse and the sexuality of persons with intellectual disability were found, no change was found in staffs’ general attitude toward individuals with intellectual disability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peckham, Howlett &amp; Corbett (2007).</strong></td>
<td>Seven women with significant intellectual disability who had been victims of sexual abuse and their seven professional care staff</td>
<td>Sexual abuse</td>
<td>20 sessions of survivor group for the women with intellectual disability targeted to build trust</td>
<td>Repeated-measures design (double baseline, mid-treatment, post-</td>
<td>Women with intellectual disability showed improvements in sexual knowledge, reduced trauma and depression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Type of abuse</td>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bollman, Davis, &amp; Zarcone (2009)</td>
<td>Two women with mild intellectual disabilities who lived at a state-operated residential facility</td>
<td>Inappropriate staff interaction in the context of physical sexual and verbal abuse</td>
<td>and rapport, and help reprocess the trauma of their sexual abuse. Educational support group for their carers, aimed to provide knowledge about sexual abuse.</td>
<td>Treatment and follow up)</td>
<td>Carers demonstrated improved knowledge and awareness of sexual abuse of women with intellectual disability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

96 video scenarios: 48 presented appropriate and 48 inappropriate interactions with staff. After the presentation of each scenario the participants were asked to act out how they would react. When the participant responded to the situation, the observer used a 12-step task analysis to score performance.

Cohort (pre- and post-intervention with no control group) The reporting skill included making a self-advocacy response, walking away, and reporting the interaction. Participants' performance was measured during baseline, post-testing, 2- and 4-week intervals. Participants learned reporting skills, maintained these skills at 2- and 4-week follow-up, and generalized the skills to novel stimulus situations.
**Analysis**

The systematic search for evaluations of the effectiveness of interventions to prevent abuse against persons with intellectual disabilities identified six studies that met the inclusion criteria. Three of them evaluated interventions that were specifically designed to prevent sexual abuse and three broadly addressed various forms of violence and abuse.

Half of the intervention programs targeted women with intellectual disabilities, focusing mainly on promoting safety, knowledge and skills related to sexuality (Bollman et al., 2009; Egemo-Helm et al., 2007; Peckham et al., 2007). Interestingly, despite the fact that prevalence studies suggest that most incidents of abuse of people with intellectual disability occur within the disability service systems and care relationships, only one program specifically addressed the issue of abuse in the context of care services (Bollman et al., 2009). All but one were primary prevention strategies targeting the individual level and included a small sample of participants with mild to moderate intellectual disability, where most participants had relatively good communication skills. Egemo-Helm et al. (2007) explicitly noted the relatively competent level of their participants’ communication skills, using terms such as ‘good’, ‘adequate’ and ‘sufficient’.

In most cases evaluations were quantitative and focused on measuring changes to knowledge, attitude and behaviour through use of role-play, vignettes or in-situ situations. While some studies evaluated the outcome maintenance using follow-up evaluation (up to three months), none monitored the longer-term impact and maintenance of the outcomes over time. Moreover, none of the studies aimed to generalise skills and thus failed to establish that the training programs evaluated were effective in preventing violence and abuse in the real world. The studies summarised in Table 1 can be categorised into three groups based on method of training and target population:

a) Behavioural-skills training (Egemo-Helm et al., 2007)

b) Training using a cognitively oriented, decision-making approach (Hickson et al., 2015).

c) Psycho-education training for care staff and or individuals with intellectual disabilities (Bollman et al. 2009; Bowman et al., 2010; Lund & Hammond, 2014; Peckham et al., 2007).

To provide a greater understanding of the assessment, training, and testing tactics used in these six studies, a representative one from category is described:

**Behavioural-skills training**

Egemo-Helm et al. (2007) employed behavioural-skills training of appropriate recognition and response to sexual abuse situation.
**Intervention:** three one hour training sessions were designed to increase participants awareness of sexual abuse situations and promote an effective response. This was defined as saying ‘no’ or verbally refusing, leaving a situation or telling the other person to leave, and reporting the incident to a trusted staff member. Trainers briefly discussed private body parts, described the difference between a sexual abuse situation and an innocuous situation, described appropriate and inappropriate relationships, and identified examples of each. The trainers described and modelled the appropriate behaviours for the participants. The participants actively rehearsed the correct responses in role-plays of sexual solicitations with the trainers, and received praise for correct performance of the skills and corrective feedback as needed. Training continued until the participants demonstrated the safety skills in response to all of the lures in role-play scenarios without assistance.

Researchers conducted an in-situ assessment for each participant within a week of the third training session. The assessment evaluated behaviour in a natural setting when participants were unaware they were being assessed. They were approached by a confederate, in a location such as a park or front yard, who presented an abduction lure. If the participant failed to respond with the desired behaviour, in-situ training was immediately implemented. The trainer then described and modelled the correct response in that scenario. After modelling, the trainer instructed the participant to rehearse the scenario a number of times until they performed the correct responses in at least five consecutive role-plays.

**Evaluation of the intervention:** an across subject design was employed. Seven women with mild intellectual disabilities participated in the skills training program. Their responses to self-report knowledge, role-plays, vignettes and in-situ assessments were evaluated using the same measures, before and three weeks, one month and three months following the completion of the training.

**Research findings:** Four women completed both the intervention and assessment. The assessment revealed increased presentation of safety skills and maintenance of knowledge and skills. However, the amount of in-situ training varied widely among the four participants suggesting that interventions with individuals with intellectual disability need to be individually tailored to each participants’ ability. However, it should be noted that, due to discomfort with the in-situ training only 4 of the 7 women completed the intervention. This suggests that this type of training may pose risks of psychological harm to individuals with intellectual disabilities by exposing them to demonstration of abusive situation, and participants need to be closely monitored for signs of psychological distress during the intervention period (Barger et al., 2009; Doughty et al., 2010).
Training based on a cognitively oriented, decision-making approach

Hickson et al., (2015) evaluated the effectiveness of ESCAPE-DD (An Effective Strategy-Based Curriculum for Abuse Prevention and Empowerment) to assess its impact on the decision-making skills of adults with intellectual disabilities in hypothetical situations of sexual, physical or psychological abuse. The curriculum aimed to teach effective decision-making strategies to individuals with mild to moderate intellectual disabilities, for them to recognise and appropriately respond to a wide array of abuse situations in which the perpetrator of the abuse is someone familiar to the person.

Intervention: 12 small-group instructional sessions employing the ESCAPE-DD curriculum. The ESCAPE-DD intervention includes two units addressing the interplay between cognitive, motivational and emotional process involved in decision-making (Hickson et al., 2013; 2015; Khemka et al., 2005).

Unit 1, comprising the first five lessons, was designed to teach key concepts of abuse as a basis for identifying sexual, physical, and verbal abuse situations that might require reasoned, deliberative decision making to avoid or escape from. It aimed to establish the importance of always considering three self-protective goals in decision making about abusive situations; be independent, be safe now, and be safe later.

Unit 2, comprising the remaining seven lessons, and aims to model and provide guided practice in the application of a four-step decision-making strategy to hypothetical situations involving abuse: identify the problem, generate alternatives, evaluate possible consequences of each alternative in terms of the three established goals, and select the best course of action for the situation.

Evaluation of the intervention: a randomised control research design was employed to evaluate the outcome. Fifty-eight individuals with intellectual disability were randomly assigned either to an intervention (n=28) or control group (n=30). All participants completed the decision-making scale at pre-test and post-test. A scale developed for the study (Hickson et al., 2015) provided a measure of decision making in hypothetical situations of abuse. It consisted of six brief vignettes in which a protagonist was faced with a situation involving sexual, physical, or verbal abuse in a home or workplace setting. Each vignette was presented to the individual and followed by two questions; 1) what is happening in this story? This was intended to assess problem awareness, the individual’s ability to articulate the problem in the vignette situation, and; 2) what should (name of the protagonist) do? This was intended to assess decision-making effectiveness.
Responses to the problem-awareness question were coded as yes if they reflected an identification of abusive situation and no for all other responses. Responses to the decision-making question were coded as indicative of overall effective decision making if they reflected either an attempt to seek safety now and/or later through independent action or by seeking help.

Research Findings: Participation in the ESCAPE-DD curriculum intervention was shown to be associated with increased application of effective decision-making skills in response to scenarios involving sexual, physical, and verbal abuse. Individuals with intellectual disability who received ESCAPE-DD increased their overall effective decision-making scores and their safe-now effective decision-making scores significantly more than the control group. However, it is important to note the outcome was assessed immediately after the intervention using the same methods as the training. There was no evidence that the participants were able to transfer their knowledge to real life situations and whether the knowledge and acquired skills were maintained over time.

Staff educational training

Bowman and colleagues (2010) developed and evaluated educational workshop designed for direct care service providers in the field of intellectual disabilities. The four-hour workshop included information, didactic instruction and group activities aimed to increase staff knowledge and awareness of sexual abuse of individuals with intellectual disability, and to facilitate positive attitude about individuals with intellectual disability sexuality.

Intervention: the four hour workshop included information on; the definition of sexual abuse, including state reporting laws relevant to children and adults; sexual abuse risk factors and patterns for people with developmental disabilities; HIV and AIDS information; how to identify physical and behavioural signs of sexual abuse; sexual abuse prevention strategies; factors that contribute to sexual abuse; changing negative attitudes that contribute to abuse; an overview of curricular and instructional packages for teaching AIDS education, sexuality education, and sexual abuse prevention; and, how to build safer environments.

Evaluation: a cohort design was employed, 124 direct care, supervisors and other service providers from residential group homes and day treatment program settings were assessed on sexual abuse knowledge before and after undergoing the workshop with two research tools: The Sexual Abuse Attitudes Knowledge Questionnaire (SAAKQ); and the Global Perceptions Scale (GPS).

Research Findings: staff knowledge of factors related to sexual abuse and attitudes about sexual abuse and sexuality among individuals with intellectual disabilities increased as a result of their
participation in the workshop. There were no differences in general attitudes towards sexuality of individuals with intellectual disabilities. No follow-up or maintenance evaluation was conducted.

**Discussion**

A public health approach is useful for assessing the state of the research evidence in the area of abuse prevention for individuals with intellectual disabilities. According to this perspective, efforts to develop effective prevention strategies should include the following steps:

- Defining what constitutes abuse among individuals with intellectual disabilities, and its consequences, conceptually and numerically.
- Identifying risk and protective factors for abuse that might be modifiable through intervention. In this step, it is crucial to address the multilevel factors and interactions in the levels of the ecological model.
- Developing and testing prevention strategies in order to develop evidence-based practice to build and evaluate strategies based both on research and practice, as well as on the lived experiences and perceptions of various stakeholders (individuals with disabilities, carers, policymakers and professionals). Once a strategy or an intervention is implemented, its effectiveness should be determined by outcome evaluations.
- Scaling up effective interventions, disseminating knowledge about them, and assessing cost and cost-effectiveness (Krug et al., 2002).

Drawing from this framework the evidence gap in research and evidence-based practice is apparent. The current knowledge of the incidence and impact of abuse among individuals with intellectual disabilities is limited; the national and international literature reports a wide range of statistics on the prevalence (Mikton & Shakespeare, 2014; Mikton et al., 2014). Development of knowledge is hampered by methodological weaknesses and inconsistent definitions of disability and abuse. This population is rarely included in national epidemiological representative samples or population studies of violence and abuse. Furthermore, it is widely acknowledged that current data underestimate the prevalence of abuse among individuals with profound intellectual disabilities, those living in group homes or those with communication difficulties (Mikton & Shakespeare, 2014; Mikton et al., 2014). To begin to address these gaps in the evidence, high quality epidemiological research is needed that uses standardised definitions and inclusive methods.

In Victoria, the Disability Services Commissioner (DSC) collects information on complaints in regard to people with a disability as well as in regard to category 1 incidents relating to staff to client assault, unexplained injury, client to client assault and poor quality care. In addition, as part of the process of reviewing category 1 incidents the DSC reviews incident reports and quality of support
reviews completed by the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). These data may provide a valuable and unique opportunity to study incidents of abuse and by doing so obtain a greater understanding of this issue.

While there is some anecdotal data of risk factors for abuse among individuals with mild intellectual disability, there is very little in respect of individuals with severe intellectual disabilities and communication difficulties. As it is suggested this latter group are at greater risk of abuse, and their safety needs and skills are often overlooked by research and practice it will be important to explore, identify and address specific risks and protective factors in their lives. Finally, while many abuse prevention programs are described in the scholarly and grey literature only a very small proportion have been evaluated, and these all relate to primary prevention strategies predominantly targeted at individuals with mild to moderate intellectual disability. This literature review has demonstrated the limited evidence about the effectiveness of programs to prevent abuse against individuals with intellectual disability. There are no evaluations of the cost effectiveness of existing prevention strategies, and evidence is wholly lacking on successfully scaling up programs and evaluating their costs and benefits.

Despite using broad inclusion criterion, our systematic literature review, encompassing national and international manuscripts published on the evaluation of prevention intervention for individuals with intellectual disabilities, identified only six articles reporting effectiveness studies. Our review reveals that although the notion of prevention strategies has been discussed in the peer-reviewed and grey literature, and many interventions have been designed and implemented over the years, only a few interventions have been evaluated. All of these evaluations involved a small number of participants and investigated specific impact over short periods of time rather than longer term outcomes. Moreover, all the evaluated interventions were primary interventions, targeting the individual level on the socio-ecological model.

All evaluated interventions were based on the assumption that adults with intellectual disability can be taught skills that will aid them in preventing or protecting themselves from abuse. The outcome measures of interventions were specific changes to knowledge, attitudes or behaviour demonstrate through role-plays and in-situ training. None of the studies evaluated the effectiveness of interventions in reducing the prevalence of actual abuse. The findings of these studies demonstrated that indeed individuals with mild to moderate intellectual disability may successfully acquire knowledge or skills to assist them with recognising an abusive situation and responding in an effective way. Nevertheless, research suggests that such knowledge and skills are not necessarily transferable and the ability to demonstrate certain behavioural responses in a role-play may not
transfer to behaviour shown during in-situ assessment or be indicative of the person’s ability to respond effectively in a real situation. None of interventions have addressed the broader context and evaluated long-term effectiveness in reducing the prevalence of violence and abuse for individuals with intellectual disabilities. Moreover, it is concerning that none of the interventions reviewed were designed to include individuals with severe or profound intellectual disability or with communication difficulties. This may be attributed to the verbally mediated teaching methods and skills assessments that were used in these interventions (Doughty & Kane, 2010).

The safety and quality of life outcomes of people with severe intellectual disability are dependent on the quality of support, and inextricably connected to staff practices. It appears that the kinds of intervention strategies evaluated to date are not appropriate for many people with severe intellectual disabilities.

Finally, some scholars have identified that to ensure skills maintenance, the environments in which individuals with intellectual disabilities live should be considered (Marsland et al., 2007; Robinson, 2013; Robinson & Chenoweth, 2011; 2012). Most of the interventions reviewed involved a preventative measure that required the person with intellectual disability to report an abusive situation to someone else. This type of disclosure is much more likely if the person has a positive and trusting relationship with staff or caregivers. Some of the prevention and protection training reviewed runs the danger of placing participants in difficult positions, if they do not have this type of relationship with staff and their experiences of everyday environments conflict with those discussed in training sessions.

Taking a holistic view of the body of evidence reported in the scholarly literature, it seems that despite the growing recognition of the need to lay out comprehensive prevention strategies incorporating primary, secondary and tertiary interventions, and targeting individuals with intellectual disabilities in policy reform, no evaluation of outcomes has been conducted. Therefore, it remains to be established whether the incidence, experience and responses to abuse have been affected by these interventions and strategies (Marsland et al., 2007; Robinson & Chenoweth, 2005; 2012; Mandeville & Hanson, 2000).

It seems that in order to establish “evidence-based” effective prevention strategies and to reduce the prevalence of abuse and violence in the lives of people with intellectual disabilities, research and interventions need to evolve from the response-to-risk approach to a broader framework encompassing individual’s safety as part of their quality of life.
In the current Australian context where most people with intellectual disabilities are receiving support from the disability services system, it is apparent that any prevention strategy should address the nature and quality of support services generally and supported accommodation services particularly.

Organisational culture is a fundamental feature repeatedly identified as a key risk or protective factor associated with abuse of individuals with intellectual disability in residential care (Marsland et al., 2007). Earlier in this report we briefly outlined the staff and managerial practices associated with good quality of life outcomes in supported accommodation services, and the characteristics of culture in poor or abusive services and those of better quality services (see Bigby & Beadle-Brown, 2016a & b). Given this body of evidence, several authors have stressed the importance of moving away from what they identify as being primarily "procedural" or "managerial" responses to incidents of abuse in services. Instead they suggest the importance of building strategies that focus on changes to the culture and practice of services, promoting "protective cultures" that have been proven to promote the fulfilment of human rights, quality of life and safeguarding for people with disabilities (Mandeville & Hanson, 2000; Marsland et al., 2007; Robinson & Chenoweth, 2011; 2012).

Knowledge about culture in supported accommodation services developed from a program of rigorous research by Bigby and colleagues has the potential to inform quality assessment frameworks, staff training and the organisational structures and processes used by disability service organisations. Understanding the nature of culture provides, for example, a set of descriptors that could be used to develop information and observational tools for consumers, funders and regulators to support judgements and comparison of residential services. The dimensions can also be used to develop a measure of quality that could be used in service monitoring, research and service evaluation.

In congruence with the socio-ecological model, the evidence suggests that dimensions of culture are not linear, as the different elements are mutually reinforcing. There is mutual interaction between the different dimensions of culture, for example, the values of the power-holders, regard for residents, perceived purpose of staff work, working practices, and orientation to change. This knowledge provides a framework that pinpoints where action might be directed to bring about cultural change and suggests that intervention targeted at any one dimension will influence the other.

Using this understanding in designing broad prevention programs may guide the observation, judgment and evaluation of supported accommodation by stakeholders such as community visitors, funders, advocates and family members. For instance, a guide to visiting based on these indicators
has already been adopted by the Victoria community visitor program (Bigby & Bould, 2014). A research instrument to evaluate group home culture is also currently being developed and evaluated (Humphreys et al., work in progress).

This approach may also help to design the training and education of front line managers, support workers and people with disabilities. It seems that rather than providing staff with targeted training on abuse and prevention a better approach might be to incorporate this knowledge into ongoing training and support designed to ensure quality services and promote quality of life, well-being and human rights of residents (Robinson, 2013; Robinson & Chenoweth 2011; 2012).

To conclude, our review of evidence in regards to risk and protective factors of abuse among individuals with intellectual disability identifies the paucity of evidence-based prevention strategies. It suggests that the dimensions of culture in supported accommodation services recognised by Bigby and colleagues provide evidence-based indicators and examples of good practices that are associated with better safety and quality of life outcome for individuals with intellectual disabilities in these services.
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